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INTRODUCTION
The most important thing for any agency are its clients. To
cultivate long term success agencies need to deliver high
quality work, have high client retention and bring in
consistent new business. The best way to achieve this is by
using your skill sets to add tangible value to a client’s
business.

HOW DOES THIS RELATE TO
AUTOMATION? 

IT ALL COMES DOWN TO 
TIME.

As a digital agency, there are many tasks that need to be
completed on a daily, weekly and monthly basis. Many of
these tasks can be time intensive but do not add significant
value to your clients. Automation of these tasks will allow you
to use your time more productively on tasks that add real
business value.



There are many factors that influence whether a process
should be automated, but a good starting point is to
identify how many hours can be saved based on task length
and fequency. 

SHOULD YOU
AUTOMATE?

Task
length/

Frequency
2/day 1/day 1/week 1/month

1/quart
er

1/year

5s 2      

30s 12 6     

60s 24 12 2    

5min 121 61 9 2   

30min 730 365 52 12 4  

1h 1460 730 104 24 8 2

6h - 4380 624 144 48 12

Hours saved over 2 years/person



Data Connector 1 Month Cost 5 Year Cost

Supermetrics $99-$578 $5,940-$34,689

Windsor AI $19-$499 $1,140-$29,940

Many of you may already be using data connectors for this
process. This is exactly what they are built for, however they
have one big drawback. 

THEY ARE EXPENSIVE!

Almost every platform offers an API to access data for FREE.
Once set up there are no ongoing monthly SAAS costs to
maintain these tools. 

Creating your own connector also allows for increased
customisation. Data can be categorised and cleaned based
on your workflow to save even more time.

Common tasks usually involve data extraction,
transformation, analysis or visualisation. The logic behind
these tasks can be easily replicated freeing up time for more
valuable tasks.

BUT WHAT ABOUT DATA
CONNECTORS?



WHY DIGITAL
EXPANSE?

PRICE
Our automations are a one time fee. No
more monthly S.a.S overheads.

SPEED
Our automations are lightweight &
FAST. 

CUSTOMISATION
Our automations are fully customised to
your needs.



OUR EXPERIENCE
Digital Expanse are experts at automated data extraction,
transformation & visualisation tasks. Using a variety of scripts,
APIs & webhooks we can fully automate processes and create
custom outputs that fit your organisation's current workflow.

We have built custom integrations for dozens of pieces of
software. Here are some examples of software that we
specialise in. 



SUCCESS STORIES
Farsiight, a specialist in digital performance growth
marketing, approached Digital Expanse to develop two
bespoke tools that could be used to streamline their
campaign management workflow in both Facebook &
Google ads.

"I’ve been working closely with Phil for several years on a
variety of projects. As my agency continues to grow and I
become increasingly more disconnected to individual
projects, the need to have a birds eye view on how the book
is performing has never been more important. 
Phil’s work has not just saved my agency's time by creating
smarter scripts & dashboards, but has also provided us with
actionable insights at scale. 

His ability to turn my vision for dashboards into actual
working documents has continued to impress me.
While Phil is an external contractor, it certainly doesn’t feel
that way. He’s super proactive with comms, reliable and is
always up for a challenge when it comes to new projects.
Even if it is slightly outside of his scope, he will usually up-
skill himself and make it happen. 

Best of all, he’s a top bloke and I highly recommend Phil’s
services."

Joshua Somerville
Founder & Head of PPC

https://farsiight.com/

